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Abstract 

Floating hotels are considered one of distinctive tourist establishments from the rest of other 

tourist establishments, in addition to the availability of all the requirements, services, amenities 

and entertainments which are found in other facilities in the floating hotel, it is characterized 

by constant mobility and movement through sailing overseas or rivers or lakes therefore, the 

risks to these hotels or to residents whether they are the crew of hospitality or guests are too 

many. this is  due to the lack of sufficient knowledge of many interior designers how to deal 

with the floating hotel in terms of design of the interior spaces and  Movement and elevation in 

addition to the provision of secure for the all various open spaces to suit the movement of the 

hotel, especially in the accommodation areas, as well as the lack of interest in the selection of 

suitable materials by weight and ability to withstand shocks and resistance to ignition and 

appropriate to the environments and ambience of the hotel, which is used in cladding or 

covering or processing or manufacturing  The elements of interior design of the 

accommodation, which are walls, ceilings, floors, furniture, furnishings, lighting, ventilation, 

accessories, etc., according to the international standards of safety and security where are 

always dealing with floating hotels as if they were fixed facilities and there is a big difference 

between them. Therefore, it was very important to emphasize the importance of linking the 

interior designer between the design and its elements and materials and the standards and means 

aimed at the comfort, security and safety of the floating hotels' guests.  As well as the definition 

of safe areas and spaces for the transport and residence of passengers. also the reference to the 

raw materials used in floating hotels and which comply with international standards for security 

and safety. 
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